to be equally efficient expect for WXYZ as a catalyst for its own formation (12 parameters); 4) only WXY:Z-mod and WXY-mod:Z are assumed to be equally stable and all complexes are assumed to be equally efficient (16 parameters); 5) only WXY:Z-mod and WXY-mod:Z are assumed to be equally stable and equally efficient (22 parameters). For each of these hypotheses we fitted the rates to the corresponding reduced model (Supplementary Figure  S10) . Results show qualitatively that there is always at least one specie whose time course of formation is not well predicted by reduced models: either the monotony of the curve is not respected or there exist a systematic model deviation below or above what the spread of data points would allow. As comparing the overall RMSE neither conveys these trends nor allows to justify the number of parameters used, we also computed a set of different model selection criteria described by Turner et al. (39) . These criteria quantify the trade-off between the number of parameters and the fitting quality, thus avoid overfitting. All these criteria are in favor of choosing the final model (Supplementary Table S3 ). Figure S1 . Modification of the substrates. The sequence AGUGCCA followed by a stretch of poly-adenosine (red) is appended to the 3' end of the substrates. WXY and WXY-mod contains an internal guide sequence (IGS) ("GMG" at the 5' end, orange and underlined) and a tag ("CNU" at the 3' end, orange and underlined) required for the transesterification reaction (20, 21) where M and N are variable nucleotides in the IGS and tag (denoted as MN), respectively. While for all the assembly reactions MN is kept as AU (i.e., GAG and CUU as IGS and tag, respectively), for the cooperative network formation AA, GU and UC were used. 
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Figure S10. Fitting models with reduced numbers of parameters as described in the Kinetic modelling section.
Grey line is fitted model data and orange dots are experimental data points (triplicates). The reported yield is the substrate to product conversion in percentage. For each reduced model the RMSE value is reported. Figure S11 . Genotypic distribution of cooperative network formed by modified substrates. Histograms demonstrating that even when the modified Z substrate (Z-mod) is used for cooperative network formation the genotypic distribution of the members in the network is maintained. The Y-axis shows relative genotype fraction derived from number of UMIs (25) obtained for the individual member of the network. The X-axis shows the genotype identity (MN, the sequence of the IGS and tag on each WXY, see Figure 5 ).
